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Abstract
Network Enabled Operations (NEOps) seems poised to become the driving concept
behind CF transformation for a number of reasons, not the least of which is Canada’s
tendency to follow the American lead in new concepts related to war and other
operations. This paper concludes that Canada and the CF should be cautious about using
NCW as the foundation for NEOps, because the context and needs that are the basis for
NCW may not be congruent with Canadian requirements.
The paper noted that NCW is not really a theory of war, as its proponents claim, but a
series of largely untested hypotheses or assumptions that require validation before they
should be accepted as a basis for transformation.
Recent Canadian Forces’ (CF) operations have shown that a “one size fits all” approach
to command and control, as proposed by many NCW advocates, may not be the best
approach for networked operations, even in an increasingly integrated joint and combined
operating environment.
Perhaps most importantly, from a Canadian point of view, using NEOps in the Joint,
Interagency, Multinational, and Public (JIMP) or integrated context will require network
architects not only to consider the use of information technology as an enabler, but also
for them to address the much more complex issue of the creation of effective social
networks.
In summary, NEOps as a concept has a promising future if it is predicated on Canadian
needs and culture. However, there is significant risk in placing too much reliance on
concepts like NCW which put the technology before the human requirements. Therefore,
future development of the NEOps concept should be firmly rooted in the Canadian
context and based on Canadian experience. NEOps concept development should be
complemented by the relevant experience of others, but it should avoid slavishly copying
other frameworks as DND has sometimes done in the past.
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Résumé
Les opérations facilitées par réseaux (OFR) semblent actuellement devenir le concept
moteur de la transformation de Forces canadiennes (FC). Plusieurs raisons expliquent ce
fait, la plus importante étant sans doute la tendance du Canada à suivre la voie tracée par
les États-Unis dans les nouveaux concepts liés à la guerre et à d’autres opérations. Les
conclusions du présent article indiquent que le Canada et les FC devraient faire preuve de
discernement dans l’emploi de la guerre réseaucentrique (GR) comme fondement des
OFR, car le contexte et les besoins qui motivent le recours à la GR ne correspondent
peut-être pas aux conditions canadiennes.
L’article fait valoir que la GR ne constitue pas vraiment une théorie de la guerre, comme
l’affirment ses adeptes, mais plutôt une série d’hypothèses et de suppositions
généralement non vérifiées qui ont besoin d’être validées avant d’être acceptées comme
base d’une transformation.
De récentes opérations des FC ont démontré que l’approche uniformisée en matière de
commandement et de contrôle que préconisent plusieurs partisans de la GR n’est peutêtre pas la plus adéquate pour les opérations en réseau, même dans un contexte
d’opérations interarmées et interalliées de plus en plus intégrées.
Sans doute plus important encore, du point de vue canadien, est le fait que l’utilisation
des OFR dans un cadre interarmées, interinstitutions, multinational et public ou intégré
exigera des architectes de réseaux qu’ils considèrent la technologie de l’information non
seulement comme un outil habilitant, mais aussi comme un moyen de relever le défi
beaucoup plus complexe de créer des réseaux sociaux efficaces.
En résumé, le concept des OFR a un avenir prometteur s’il se fonde sur la culture et les
besoins canadiens. Par contre, le fait de trop se fier à des concepts comme la GR, qui
accorde plus d’importance aux besoins technologiques qu’aux besoins humains,
comporte un risque considérable. Il est donc essentiel que le développement futur du
concept des OFR soit fondamentalement lié au contexte de notre pays et qu’il se fonde
sur l’expérience canadienne. S’il est vrai que l’expérience pertinente d’autres nations peut
alimenter ce développement, il faudrait toutefois éviter de copier aveuglément d’autres
structures, comme l’a déjà fait le MDN.
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Executive Summary
This report is based on a requirement by the Command Effectiveness and Behaviour
Section of Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) – Toronto to examine
the theoretical and historical origins of the concept of Networked Enabled Operations,
addressing, in particular, the assumptions that are embedded in the current concept and
the implications of those assumptions for military command and control and military
organizations.
Network Enabled Operations (NEOps) seems poised to become the driving concept
behind CF transformation for a number of reasons, not the least of which is Canada’s
tendency to follow the American lead in new concepts related to war and other
operations. Even though NEOps has not yet been clearly defined, recent NEOps
conceptual statements indicate a similarity to the American concept of Network-Centric
Warfare (NCW) as NEOps is expected “‘to generate increased combat power by
networking sensors, decision makers and combatants to achieve shared battlespace
awareness, increased speed of command, higher operational tempo, greater lethality,
increased survivability, and greater adaptability through rapid feedback loops.’” 1
This paper examines NEOps and its progenitor, NCW, and concludes that Canada and the
CF should be cautious about using NCW as the basis for NEOps, because the context and
needs that are the basis for NCW may not be congruent with Canadian requirements. It
also found that NCW is not really a theory of war, as its proponents claim, but really a
series of largely untested hypotheses or assumptions that require validation before they
should be accepted as a basis for NEOps.
Many believe that in order to adapt to change through innovation, military professionals
and those in the defence community need to understand the intellectual as well as the
technical tools that they use in their work. To gain an understanding of NEOps as a
professional tool, they must, therefore, be conscious of the historical and theoretical
context in which it originated and is evolving. As part of this context, it was noted that
each nation and each service in a nation’s armed forces have their own unique paradigm
of how military operations should be conducted based on the physical environment in
which they operate, their historical experience, and their culture.
These physical and cultural settings in which armed forces operate form the basis for a
number of critiques of NCW, whose advocates propose a specific type of command-byinfluence, or mission command, as a key to future networked operations based on NCW.
As noted in this report, this “one size fits all” approach to command may not work in
today’s varied operating environments. For example, air forces operate in the least
cluttered battlespace. In these circumstances both command-by-direction and commandby-plan are possible, and they are effective command styles given the nature of modern
air warfare. Armies, on the other hand, usually operate in the most complex and chaotic
operating environment, and, therefore Western armies have, for the most part adopted the
doctrine of mission command or command-by-influence so that decisions can, in theory,
be taken by those closest to the situation, often down to the level of the individual soldier.
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Navies, however, operate in an environment of medium complexity, compared to air
forces and armies, and, therefore most Western navies in the Anglo-American command
tradition have identified the need for a command and control system to effectively
coordinate maritime operations in a relatively complex, multi-threat environment, over a
wide area. Within the naval framework, although individuals would be connected via
their consoles, they would be operating as elements of larger systems, such as the various
ships’ operations rooms (at the lowest level) within the fleet framework. While the
Canadian Navy and some other navies in the Anglo-American command tradition are
creating and increasingly implementing a unique naval command-by-influence style,
navies still have occasion to use the command-by-direction style that they have practised
for centuries.
Despite working in different physical environments with different command and
technical systems, the Canadian naval and land force experience, particularly the Army’s
stabilization efforts in post-conflict Afghanistan and the Navy’s command of coalition
operations in the Arabian Sea, reinforces the belief that the human network, not the
technical network, should be the basis for future approaches to CF transformation.
However, the differences in the physical environments among land, sea and air forces
often dictate different approaches to conducting operations that in turn demand different
command arrangements and technical systems. Therefore, a “one size fits all” approach
to command and control may not be the best solution for networked operations, even in
an increasingly integrated joint and combined operating environment.
More general critiques of NCW come from a number of Canadian commentators who
note that NCW is too technically focussed. They observe that NEOps appears to be more
focussed on human factors than NCW, but caution that any definition of NEOps should
be consistent with Canadian culture and ethos. These analysts argue, therefore, that DND
and the CF should be careful about borrowing a concept that may not be compatible with
their needs and they should also be cognizant of the fact that implementing NEOps will
require more than simply overlaying a networking capability onto an existing
organizational or command and control structure. Perhaps most importantly, from a
Canadian point of view and based on recent Canadian experience, using NEOps in the
Joint, Interagency, Multinational, and Public (JIMP) or integrated context will require
network architects not only to consider the use of information technology as an enabler,
but also for them to address the much more complex issue of the creation of effective
social networks.
In summary, NEOps as a concept has a promising future if it is predicated on Canadian
needs and culture. However, there is significant risk in placing too much reliance on
concepts like NCW which put the technological cart before the human requirements that
should drive any transformation initiative. Therefore, future development of the NEOps
concept should be firmly rooted in the Canadian context and based on Canadian
experience. NEOps concept development should be complemented by the relevant
experience of others, but it should avoid slavishly copying other frameworks as DND has
sometimes done in the past. In the Canadian context of human-centred networks, research
to support the development of the NEOps concept should be conducted in the areas
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related to the human dimension of networks based on theory and on Canadian practical
experience. In this way, NEOps could become a suitable model to support the
transformation of the CF and DND.
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Sommaire
Le présent rapport vise à permettre à la Section de l’efficacité du commandement et du
comportement de Recherche et développement de la défense Canada (RDDC) à Toronto
d’examiner les origines théoriques et historiques du concept des opérations facilitées par
réseaux, en particulier les suppositions qui sont intrinsèques au concept actuel et
l’incidence de ces suppositions sur le commandement et le contrôle militaires et les
organisations militaires.
Les opérations facilitées par réseaux (OFR) semblent actuellement devenir le concept
moteur de la transformation desForces canadiennes (FC). Plusieurs raisons expliquent ce
fait, la plus importante étant sans doute la tendance du Canada à suivre la voie tracée par
les États-Unis en matière de nouveaux concepts liés à la guerre et à d’autres opérations.
Même si les OFR n’ont pas encore été clairement définies, de récents énoncés
conceptuels à ce sujet indiquent une similarité au concept américain de guerre
réseaucentrique (GR), puisqu’on s’attend à ce que les OFR « génèrent une puissance de
combat accrue pour les détecteurs de réseaux, les décideurs et les combattants, afin qu’ils
soient sensibilisés à l’espace de combat partagé et aient une plus grande vitesse de
commandement, un rythme opérationnel plus élevé, une létalité accrue, une capacité de
survie supérieure et une meilleure adaptabilité grâce à des boucles de rétroaction
rapides. 2 »
L’auteur du présent article examine les OFR et leur instigateur, la GR, et en vient à la
conclusion que le Canada et les FC devraient faire preuve de prudence dans l’emploi de
la guerre réseaucentrique (GR) comme fondement des OFR, car le contexte et les besoins
qui motivent le recours à la GR ne correspondent peut-être pas aux conditions
canadiennes. L’article fait valoir que la GR ne constitue pas vraiment une théorie de la
guerre, comme l’affirment ses adeptes, mais plutôt une série d’hypothèses et de
suppositions généralement non vérifiées qui ont besoin d’être validées avant de servir de
base à des OFR.
Beaucoup croient que pour s’adapter au changement par l’innovation, les professionnels
militaires et les membres de la communauté de la défense doivent comprendre les outils
intellectuels et techniques qu’ils utilisent dans leur travail. Afin de comprendre les OFR
en tant qu’outil professionnel, ils doivent donc être conscients du contexte historique et
théorique d’où elles proviennent et où elles évoluent. Dans ce contexte, il est à noter que
chaque pays et chaque service des forces armées d’un pays a son propre paradigme
unique quant à la façon dont les opérations militaires devraient s’effectuer, selon
l’environnement physique dans lequel ils évoluent, leur expérience historique et leur
culture.
Ces cadres physiques et culturels dans lesquels les forces armées évoluent sont à l’origine
de plusieurs critiques formulées contre la GR, dont les adeptes proposent un type précis
de commandement par influence ou de commandement de mission comme étant une clé
pour les futures opérations par réseaux fondées sur la GR. Tel qu’il en est question dans
ce rapport, cette approche uniformisée au commandement peut ne pas convenir dans les
vi
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environnements d’opération variés d’aujourd’hui. Par exemple, les forces aériennes
évoluent dans l’espace de combat le moins encombré. Dans ces circonstances, le
commandement par direction et le commandement par plan sont tous les deux possibles
et constituent des styles de commandement efficaces, étant donné la nature de la guerre
aérienne moderne. D’un autre côté, les armées de terre évoluent habituellement dans
l’environnement le plus complexe et le plus chaotique qui soit; les armées occidentales
ont donc pour la plupart adopté la doctrine de commandement de mission ou de
commandement par influence de sorte que les décisions peuvent, en théorie, être prises
par ceux qui sont le plus près de la situation, souvent même par des soldats individuels.
L’armée de mer, quant à elle, évolue dans un environnement de complexité moyenne
comparativement aux forces aériennes et terrestres. Par conséquent, la plupart des forces
maritimes occidentales qui adhèrent à la tradition de commandement anglo-américaine
ont déterminé qu’il leur fallait un système de commandement et de contrôle pour
coordonner efficacement les opérations maritimes dans un environnement relativement
complexe, à menaces multiples et sur une vaste région. Dans le contexte naval, bien que
les gens seraient reliés entre eux au moyen de leurs consoles, ils agiraient comme
éléments de systèmes plus vastes tels que les diverses salles d’opérations des navires (au
plus bas niveau) dans le contexte de la flotte. Bien que la Marine canadienne et d’autres
forces maritimes appartenant à la tradition de commandement anglo-américaine créent et
adoptent de plus en plus un style unique de commandement naval par influence, les
armées de mer ont encore l’occasion d’utiliser le style de commandement par direction
qu’elles pratiquent depuis des siècles.
Même s’ils évoluent dans des environnements physiques différents et avec des systèmes
techniques et de commandement différents, l’expérience canadienne sur le plan naval et
terrestre, en particulier les efforts de stabilisation de l’Armée de terre dans l’Afghanistan
de l’après-conflit et le commandement, par la Marine, des opérations de coalition dans la
mer d’Oman, renforce la croyance selon laquelle le réseau humain – et non le réseau
technique – devrait former la base des approches futures à la transformation des FC.
Cependant, les différences dans les environnements physiques où évoluent les forces
terrestres, aériennes et navales dictent souvent les différentes approches utilisées dans les
opérations qui, à leur tour, exigent des styles de commandement et des systèmes
techniques différents. Par conséquent, une approche uniformisée en matière de
commandement et de contrôle n’est peut-être pas la plus adéquate pour les opérations en
réseau, même dans un contexte d’opérations interarmées et interalliées de plus en plus
intégrées.
Un certain nombre de commentateurs canadiens formulent des critiques plus générales à
l’effet que la GR met trop l’accent sur le côté technique. Ils observent que les OFR
semblent se concentrer davantage sur les facteurs humains que la GR, mais mettent en
garde que toute définition des OFR devrait être conforme à la culture et à l’éthos
canadiens. Ces analystes soutiennent donc que le MDN et les FC devraient faire preuve
de prudence lorsqu’ils empruntent un concept qui peut ne pas être compatible avec leurs
besoins et se rendre compte que la mise en œuvre des OFR nécessitera plus qu’une
simple superposition d’une capacité de réseau sur une structure organisationnelle de
commandement et de contrôle existante. Sans doute plus important encore, du point de
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vue canadien, est le fait que l’utilisation des OFR dans un cadre interarmées,
interinstitutions, multinational et public ou intégré exigera des architectes de réseaux
qu’ils considèrent la technologie de l’information non seulement comme un outil
habilitant, mais aussi comme un moyen de relever le défi beaucoup plus complexe de
créer des réseaux sociaux efficaces.
En résumé, le concept des OFR a un avenir prometteur s’il se fonde sur la culture et les
besoins canadiens. Par contre, le fait de trop se fier à des concepts comme la GR, qui
accorde plus d’importance aux besoins technologiques qu’aux besoins humains,
comporte un risque considérable. Il est donc essentiel que le développement futur du
concept des OFR soit fondamentalement lié au contexte de notre pays et qu’il se base sur
l’expérience canadienne. S’il est vrai que l’expérience pertinente d’autres nations peut
alimenter ce développement, il faudrait toutefois éviter de copier aveuglément d’autres
structures, comme l’a déjà fait le MDN. Dans le contexte canadien de réseaux axés sur
les humains, la recherche visant à appuyer le développement du concept d’OFR devrait
s’effectuer dans les domaines reliés à la dimension humaine de réseaux fondés sur la
théorie et sur l’expérience canadienne pratique. Ainsi, les OFR pourraient devenir un
modèle capable d’appuyer la transformation des FC et du MDN.
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Introduction
At the beginning of the 21st century the concept of networked operations has come to the
fore of ways of thinking about warfare and other operations involving military and
security forces. The leading approach to networked operations is called Network-Centric
Warfare (NCW). This concept was originally developed by the US Navy, but it now
dominates US military transformation initiatives and is being used as a template for
future American command and control (C2) frameworks. Networked operations are
currently touted as the way to fundamentally change the way the US, and, by extension,
coalition forces will conduct operations.
This report is based on a requirement by the Command Effectiveness and Behaviour
Section of Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) – Toronto to examine
the theoretical and historical origins of the concept of Networked Enabled Operations,
addressing, in particular, the assumptions that are embedded in the current concept and
the implications of those assumptions for military command and control and military
organizations.
There is still some confusion as to what the concept of NCW actually entails both
because definitions of NCW have changed since it was first formally introduced as a
concept over seven years ago 3 and because of what some critics have referred to as its
“jargon-laden language.” 4 In the late 1990s NCW was seen to consist largely of a fully
integrated information network with all platforms being nodes in the network. The
primary aim was to produce a “common operating picture” so that all players would be
working from the same computer-mediated visual presentation. 5 Today, its principal
architects describe NCW as two things: 1) “an emerging theory of war in the Information
Age”; and 2) “a concept that, at the highest level, constitutes the military’s response to
the Information Age.” We are told in the latest official US policy statement, The
Implementation of Network-Centric Warfare, that NCW is now about “the combination
of strategies, emerging tactics, techniques, and procedures, and organizations” that
networked forces can use to “create a decisive warfighting advantage.” 6 Despite these
declarations, Canadian researchers have noted the lack of a succinct definition of NCW in
official publications. 7
A concrete example of one of the latest iterations of NCW is the US Navy (USN) and US
Marine Corps (USMC), “functional concept” for future operations - FORCEnet. As one
of the latest derivations of NCW and one closest to its US Navy roots, it gives us some
insights into the most recent concepts underlying networked operations. A paper issued
by the US Department of the Navy “to establish a common direction for the diverse
efforts that contribute to building naval command and control capabilities in the future
and to provide a common framework for thinking about future command and control” 8
says that: “The foundation of FORCEnet is a fully integrated, self -healing, selforganizing communications system or infrastructure… To optimize network effects, the
infrastructure will be based on a modular, open-systems architecture which allow all
nodes to interact regardless of location or network address [italics in original].” 9
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Although the FORCEnet concept acknowledges the human dimension of networked
operations, this reference to the human dimension belies the technology-centric approach
found in most of the derivatives of NCW because the FORCEnet paper states that in the
design of this new approach to warfare and other operations, “technology solutions are
often the most obvious” and that technology should “co-evolve with the other elements of
force development.” In line with this technology focus, three of the six dimensions of
FORCEnet are physical and only one explicitly human-centred. 10 This technology focus
may be putting the cart before the horse in ways that militaries have done in the past –
buying the newest and the best equipment without any clear idea how it might affect,
negatively as well as positively, the way in which operations are conducted. From a
Canadian perspective, two main deficiencies stand out in current NCW concepts: 1) their
emphasis on warfighting versus other types of operations; and 2) their focus on
technology over the human dimension in conducting operations.
Like other concepts that have had a major impact on how Western militaries think about
warfare and other operations in the past 20 years, (e.g., the RMA, operational art,
manoeuvre warfare, rapid and decisive operations, and effects based operations)
networked operations have their origins in the US, and, therefore have had a major
impact on how other Western nations think about military and security operations. But it
would be prudent not to fully embrace NCW-based concepts because, whatever their
strengths and weaknesses, there is also no guarantee that they will endure. This is due in
part to the fact that NCW exaggerates certain fashionable technological features of ideas
about warfighting and pays little attention to other critical issues, such as the strategic,
political, social, and human dimensions of war, as we shall see. 11 And like other concepts
that have also catered to the latest fads, the concept of networked operations now has its
turn to have a place in the sun. Yet, because of its genesis in late 20th century naval
warfare operations and business practices, reinforced by experience in certain post-Cold
War military campaigns (like Desert Storm), the sun may already be setting on networked
operations as “post-hostilities” campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq challenge some of its
basic tenets.
We know that some theories stand the test of time, while others do not apply very well
across temporal and cultural boundaries. Whether NCW will shortly become passé or not,
will depend on a number of factors. Some of these factors include the theoretical
foundations of NCW and the cultural implications of adopting it as an overarching
principle of transformation. Yet in all the discussions of networked operations, there is
very little discussion about its origins and perhaps more importantly how various
theoretical concepts have been lumped together, under different names, to describe varied
visions of networked operations. For example, a recent paper from the Canadian Forces’
(CF) office of the Director General Joint Force Development refers to “the theory of
Transformation and the associated concepts of Effects Based and Network Centric
Operations,” when in fact there are a number of “theories” of transformation, and Effects
Based Operations and Network Centric Operations are not closely “associated” either
with each other or with transformation, as we shall see. 12 There is a danger in this
approach of combining distinct related theoretical constructs into one amalgam: as one
commentator on operational art noted in the formative years of that concept, attempting
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to combine too many diverse, and potentially incompatible, ideas under one umbrella
term “may invite only muddle.” 13
This muddle is apparent in the very nomenclature associated with networked operations
today. The origins of the dominant strand in networked operations discourse today comes
from the American concept of Network-Centric Warfare, but other countries have taken
NCW and adapted and modified the concept to suit their own needs and military cultures.
For example, the Australian military has put more emphasis on the human dimension of
NCW than found in the original US model. Other countries have gone further in their
adaptations and created new names for their brand of NCW. For example, the UK now
uses the term Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC) which is described as more
“‘commander-centric’” than “‘network centric.’” Canada has adopted the term Network
Enabled Operations (NEOps), an evolving concept, which is to be linked to other
Canadian initiatives like the “3-D” (Defence, Diplomacy, and Development) approach to
security. 14 However, like NCW, there is no officially approved, concise definition of
NEOps. 15 Arguably, the best succinct definition of NEOPs to date is: “the conduct of
military operations characterized by common intent, decentralized empowerment and
shared information, enabled by appropriate culture, technology and practices.” 16 The
problem with some of the efforts to develop the NEOps concept in Canada is a lack of
awareness of the assumptions and cultural outlooks that are imported with NCW and
other approaches to networked operations. In developing new concepts it is useful to
borrow and synthesize good ideas from others; however, it is essential to have a solid
grasp of the underlying values and beliefs that come with these concepts.

Theoretical Foundations
Advocates of NCW assert that it is an emerging theory of war, based on the Tofflers’
waves theory of warfare and the notion that we now live in the Information Age where
“third wave” high-technology information warfare will become the new standard for
success in war fighting and other operations. 17 However, critics have challenged these
and other assumptions underpinning NCW. Therefore, it is necessary to briefly examine
the nature of theories of war to understand NCW as a theory of war.
Related to this question is the debate in parts of the literature on whether networked
operations is a topic that primarily belongs in the domain of military art or military
science. This paper takes the position that networked operations is a multidisciplinary
topic that requires insights from many academic disciplines as well as from practitioners;
therefore, debate over the proportion of art and science in this concept is largely sterile.
To illustrate this point, we know that successful creative artists like painters must have,
besides artistic talent, an understanding of sciences like geometry (to understand concepts
like perspective) and chemistry (to work with various media like paints). Likewise, the
most successful scientists acknowledge that there is a creative or artistic side to their
work. For example, Canada's second Nobel Laureate in physics, Bertram Brockhouse,
was described by a colleague as having “this gift of just knowing what the answer is, then
doing the experiment to prove it.” 18 This statement bears an uncanny resemblance to an
observation by a critic of NCW on the methodology used by those charged with
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developing this concept, “This is a relatively new idea and the theory calls for extensive
experimentation. But the way it is being done implies they already know the outcome of
the experiments.” 19 Therefore, for those who believe that the outcome of experiments
should not be pre-determined, the methodology being used to develop NCW is flawed.
The debate over art versus science notwithstanding, there are some concepts that should
be clearly understood because they are important in comprehending the context in which
tools like NCW and NEOps originated and are evolving. Therefore, before examining the
specifics of these tools, two concepts - theories and paradigms - will be discussed.
NCW as a Theory
The authors of the most recent articulation of the NWC concept, The
Implementation of Network-Centric Warfare, have selected definitions of the
word “theory” that emphasize its speculative nature in some common usage. 20
This usage of theory, defined in one dictionary as “a speculative or conjectural
view of something,” accords closely to the understanding of Prussian strategist
Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831) as to how theories should be used. Clausewitz’s
approach was strongly influenced by Kantian philosophy, and he used the
dialectic approach of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis to study the subject of war.
In his book On War he constantly revised his hypotheses and he moved back and
forth between the ideal and the real states of war. 21 Many of the writings found in
the American professional military literature, however, quote Clausewitz out of
context as if he had written a book of instruction on the conduct of war. But he
did not; he wrote a treatise to help us better understand the phenomenon of war
through debate and the synthesis of competing concepts. 22
The implications of the speculative approach to theories have important
implications for NCW theory. It could be argued that NCW “theory” is no more
than a series of largely untested hypotheses or assumptions that should be
subjected to research and a Clausewitzian dialectic to determine their usefulness.
While this approach is nothing new in the history of military theories, there are
profound implications when one observes how completely NCW has been
embraced as the benchmark for US Department of Defense (DoD) transformation,
and by extension some other Western nations’ military transformation. In many
policy documents NCW is often portrayed, not as a speculative theory, but as an
authoritative doctrine on future warfare. Accepting it as such and embracing it
completely may be a high risk activity as the transformation of militaries and their
future may be based on untested speculation. This problem is exacerbated for
nations like Canada that are creating their own “theories” of networked operations
on, arguably, the proverbial foundations of sand that may be washed away by the
next “wave” in military theory.
A number of organizations have adopted NCW as though it were an integrated
view of the fundamental principles underlying a science or its practical
applications. 23 In this view of a theory, if its principles are correctly applied, the
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theory is generally accepted to have explanatory power. This description might be
used to characterize the approach of the Swiss-French strategist Baron AntoineHenri Jomini (1779-1869) to the study of war. Jomini emphasized decisionmaking rules, operational results and conceptualizing warfare as a huge game of
chess. His conception of war has been surprisingly durable in the present age of
computer-mediated warfare where the Jominian paradigm underpins much of the
Western approach to modern warfare. 24 In today's world, where our lives are
strongly influenced by scientific notions, we usually expect a theory to be able to
explain causality or why things happen. 25 Therefore, when many military
professionals see the word “theory” attached to a concept, they expect it to have
considerable explanatory power.
The latest policy statement on NCW, The Implementation of Network-Centric
Warfare, offers an interesting paradox in its analysis as it attempts to combine
aspects of both Clausewitz’s and Jomini’s approaches to its own theoretical
approach. On the one hand it concludes that “classic strategic theories of war may
require adaptation to a changing environment… [but that] they remain
fundamentally intact. The logic of waging war and of strategic thinking is as
universal and timeless as human nature itself.” Furthermore, The Implementation
of Network-Centric Warfare acknowledges that a large number of theorists at the
end of the 20th century proposed a number of alternative frameworks for war in
the future. On the other hand, by adopting the concept of the “information age” as
its foundation, The Implementation of Network-Centric Warfare has not attempted
a synthesis of previous theories of war, but has pinned its hopes on one specific
interpretation of war. And the Toffler’s interpretation of war occurring in waves,
with the current wave being based on information, has been challenged by a
number of commentators including Steven Metz, currently teaching at the US
Army War College’s Strategic Studies Institute. He argues that “Quintessentially
American, the Tofflers concentrate on technology feasibility with little concern
for the strategic, political, social, psychological or even ethical implications of
changing military technology.” He states that their theories are particularly
attractive to the US military because of their relatively simple, if flawed,
interpretation of war. 26 Therefore, despite its recognition of the importance of the
human in the latest NCW policy documents, it is important to remember that
NCW theory is founded on an essentially technological approach to war.
Another problem with applying NCW theory is based on US military culture. The
Implementation of Network-Centric Warfare recognizes that the theoretical
constructs of the classic theorists of war “remain fundamentally intact,” and
among the classical theorists Clausewitz is cited most frequently as the basis for
the doctrinal writings of the US services. However, his theories are in some
respects at odds with the assumptions underlying NCW, and this situation may
cause difficulty in adapting NCW to current or future doctrine. 27 Furthermore, as
Paul Johnston has demonstrated, the characteristics, historical experience and
culture of an armed force may have an important impact on both how armed
forces plan to fight and how they actually perform on the battlefield. 28 If
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implementing NCW requires major cultural changes in armed forces, its
advocates should take into account that successful cultural change often takes a
considerable amount of time and that such change is usually measured in years,
and even decades, as major culture change may require paradigm shifts in the
organization.
Paradigm Shifts
The process of paradigm shift often has significant effects on how a particular
theory affects an organization’s predominant paradigm. In some cases the new
theory effects a paradigm shift; in other cases the theory is modified or rejected to
fit into the prevailing paradigm. 29 Azar Gat, a leading writer on military thought,
notes that “[n]ew and significant intellectual constructions usually emerge at
times of fundamental change or paradigmatic shifts, when prevailing ways of
interpreting and coping with reality no longer seem adequate.” 30 But during
paradigm shifts, new notions and concepts are often hazy and ill defined. Part of
the reason that NCW concepts are unclear is that NCW was developed at the end
of the Cold War when a paradigm shift about the nature of war and conflict was
under way. And yet NCW drew on theories whose antecedents came from the
Cold War period, particularly naval operations and certain aspects of business
theory.
Therefore, in examining the history of NCW this paper will focus on the origins
of NCW, because it roots in naval operations and business theory, have nurtured
certain assumptions that are found in the fruit of the NCW theoretical tree. These
assumptions, while compatible with some military cultures, are not compatible
with, and may be actually antithetical to, other military cultures. This situation
arises because each country’s military and each service within that military has its
own war fighting paradigm based on the physical environment in which it fights,
its technology, its history and its culture. Some of these paradigms can accept the
notions embedded in NCW easily, other paradigms can accept these notions but
must modify them to work in a different framework, and still other paradigms are
not compatible with the key assumptions of NCW.
Throughout this discussion, it would be wise to keep Williamson Murray’s
thoughts on theories and models in mind. He argues that while they can aid
analysis, they can offer no formulas for the successful conduct of war, because its
reality is far too subtle and complex to be encompassed by theory. At best, he
claims that theories can provide a way of organizing the complexities of the real
world for studying war because, as Clausewitz suggests, "principles, rules, even
systems" of strategy must fall short in a domain where chance, uncertainty, and
ambiguity dominate. And yet, while many variables that cause ambiguity have
different effects from one situation to another, others cause effects whose features
recur with impressive regularity. 31
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Critiques Of NCW
US and other Critiques
One of the major critiques of NCW is that it is a technology-centred approach to war
fighting and other operations. Clearly, technology has had an important impact on how
recent campaigns have been conducted. For example, in the post-September 11 epilogue
to her book, Sloan argues that the Afghanistan campaign left almost no area of the RMA
untouched, especially the use of precision munitions and disengaged combat. She notes
that 60 percent of the munitions dropped on Afghanistan were precision-guided
compared to 35 percent for the Kosovo campaign and 6 percent for the Gulf War.
Furthermore, the first use of unmanned combat vehicles on a large scale has led to the
prediction that by 2025, 90 percent of combat aircraft will be unmanned. 32 Yet despite all
these technological advances, some parts of the campaign were not much different than
those waged 85 years ago on the Western Front. A recent lessons learned brief from
Afghanistan pointed out that, like their First World War ancestors, US (and Canadian)
ground troops were still lugging into combat 80 pounds of equipment on their backs. 33
This is only one example of how technology has not changed every aspect of warfare and
why it should not be the focal point for future approaches to war and other operations.
Some of the most trenchant criticisms of a technocentric approach to war and other
operations follow.
Technology and Human Factors
A fundamental policy and budget issue for many armed forces today is what
balance to strike between technology and human resources in force structures of
the future. Often the question is framed as: what proportion of expenditures
should be allocated to new equipment versus training? Stephen Biddle’s
iconoclastic interpretation of Coalition success in the Gulf War offers a model
that incorporates both factors. He uses it to support his premise that “future
warfare is an incremental extension of a century-long pattern of growth in the
importance of skill differentials between combatants,” and that outcomes between
highly skilled opponents have changed relatively little in spite of major changes in
technology. His explanation of Coalition victory in the 1991 Gulf War posits a
powerful synergistic interaction between a major skill imbalance and new
technology to account for its outcome. He theorizes that it was only the extremely
low skill level of Iraqi forces compared to Western forces in the Coalition plus the
technical preponderance of the Coalition that allowed it to win a near bloodless
victory. Biddle claims that higher Iraqi skill levels, even with their technological
inferiority, would have resulted in significant Coalition casualties; likewise, lower
Coalition skill levels, even with technological superiority would also have
resulted in significant Coalition casualties.
Biddle maintains that his interpretation has important policy implications, because
most current net assessment and force planning methodologies focus on numbers
and the technical characteristics of adversaries’ weapons. These methodologies
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run the risk of producing a serious misjudgement of the real military power of
opponents and could result in major errors in estimates in the forces needed to
meet future threats. Biddle claims that those who argue that modernization should
be protected at the expense of training and readiness overestimate the value of
technology and underestimate the effects the role of skill in using technology has
on the outcome of a conflict. He concludes that a more systematic study of
opponents’ skills is needed because little research has been done on the
relationship between weapons effects and the skills of the operators. 34 Biddle’s
ideas have important implications for Canada and other medium powers, as
potential US coalition partners must consider the trade off between numbers and
quality of troops and quantities of sophisticated equipment.
Owens cautions us against putting technology ahead of other considerations and
he labels that phenomenon as “technophilia.” He argues that: “Technophiles
contend that a ‘revolution in military affairs’ based on emerging technologies has
so completely changed the nature of warfare that many of the old verities no
longer hold true. The technophiles argue that the US must do what is necessary to
ensure its dominance in military technology even if it means accepting a
substantially reduced force structure.” But Owens cautions us against technophilia
because he says the future is unknowable and that the US has confronted at least
one strategic surprise per decade since Pearl Harbor. He recommends not relying
too heavily on technology and maintaining balanced forces that work together like
the blades on scissors. 35
Others suggest that the very nature of technology has changed at the beginning of
the 21st century. Leonhard asserts that future war will be characterized by
prototypes rather than mass production. Because of the rapid evolution of
technology, he argues that there will be no “technological end state,” but that in
an era of technological flux it will be the side that can adapt and field workable
prototypes based on changing permutations and combinations of technology that
will succeed. This will be a major challenge to the American warfighting culture,
long based on quantity as much as quality, because the new “prototype warfare”
will require “unprecedented levels of innovation and flexibility among
warfighters.” 36
C2 Critiques
Another major theme in critiques of NCW is that its implementation will have
adverse unintended consequences on command and control. The potential of
NCW is huge if commanders were to actually have access to all the information
that could affect their missions. With the holy grail of “full situational
awareness” potentially so close to hand, many advocates see the developing
technology as a panacea, without recognizing the extent to which it challenges
traditional notions of command and control. Although primarily an issue that will
be settled by the US armed services, the implications for America’s coalition
partners are huge. The Australian Defence Forces (ADF) are in many ways
comparable to the Canadian Forces. The following discussion from the RAN’s
8
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Sea Power Centre, although made in the narrower context of undersea warfare
(USW), neatly summarizes the scope of the issue:
[A] variety of [network-enabled] technologies promise to advance
the sophistication of USW, offering the hope that increased
mission effectiveness will derive from a combination of improved
sensors, multiple platforms, and efficient, rapid data exchange and
fusion. But there are profound difficulties in the practical
application of both the technology and the doctrine. The larger
debate about the nature and value of NCW is far from settled, and
the debate about how to apply and manage it in the underwater
battlespace is even less mature. ADF doctrine acknowledges the as
yet unformed nature of NCW and the risks inherent in trying to
incorporate it into Australia's future warfighting concepts. What is
clear is that we have not yet witnessed the genesis of either a
concept or a technology that will make the oceans transparent. It
also seems likely that rather than a revolution, NCW operations
will ultimately be seen as another step in the leap-frogging process
USW has followed since World War I. Certainly, there is nothing
to suggest that the next two decades will witness other than a
continuation of this process. 37
Others are learning the lesson that allied navies have come to appreciate: the
problem with NCW seems to be one of learning to filter the flow of all that
information so that it reaches commanders at a manageable rate. It is easy to
perceive many of these problems as limitations of current technology, but it is
important also to acknowledge that there is a limit to what the human mind can
process. There is a large and growing literature on some of the problems related
to the human dimensions of command and NCW, and some important ones are
summarized here.
Thomas Barnett, formerly a Professor and Senior Decision Researcher at the US
Naval War College, offers a number of criticisms of NCW, but he is particularly
critical of the strain the common operating picture could put on commanders at all
levels. It may push too many commanders, fed by an almost unlimited data flow,
into being control freaks making the common operating picture into a sort of nonstop internal spin control by commanders trying to influence what others see. It
also risks becoming a command-manipulated virtual reality, at worst degenerating
into the senior command staff engaging in a heavy-handed enforcement of the
commander’s view of the situation all in the name of shaping and protecting the
common operating picture. In any event, the developers of NCW may have fallen
into the technology trap of providing information for information’s sake, without
considering the real needs of commanders. 38
William Lescher, who reminds us that in large organizations the pace of
innovation is constrained more by organizational culture than by technology,
offers another caution. He argues that unless the US military gets past its
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fascination with technology to address critical issues such as a zero-defects
mentality, risk aversion, poorly designed war fighting experiments, and
widespread contentment with current performance, expectations for NCW will not
be realized. 39
More recent criticism of NCW has addressed its conceptual origins. Kagan argues
that the underlying flaw in NCW is that it reflects an effort to translate a business
concept of the 1990s into military practice. The basis of NCW is drawn explicitly
from the examples of companies like Cisco Systems, Charles Schwab,
Amazon.com, American Airlines and Dell Computers among others. It has been
claimed that all of these companies attained dramatic competitive advantages in
their fields by creating vast and complex information networks, and using these
networks to predict inventory needed to meet customer orders has permitted them
to become “maximally adaptable,” building products to the exact specifications of
each customer only when the customer wanted them. This information technology
allowed these companies to make enormous efficiencies because they could make
accurate predictions, minimize risk and adapt to rapidly changing circumstances.
The key to NCW, according to its advocates, is to achieve information dominance
over the enemy in much the same way that successful corporations use
information to dominate their markets. 40 However, recent experience and reading
history should remind us that war is not business; enemies are not customers to be
serviced; and the type of information dominance this approach to war demands is
unlikely to be achieved with enemies who are adaptable and able to foil attempts
to gather intelligence, especially using the technical means that predominate in
NCW.
Another problem with NCW, according to Kolenda, is the assumption that fusing
information into a common operating picture will result in uniform interpretation
of the information by its various users. He argues that shared situational
awareness does not inevitably lead to “shared appreciation on how to act on the
information” as different people, based on their experience, education, culture,
and personalities will assess risk and how to best “maximize the effectiveness of
themselves and their organizations” differently. Kolenda concludes that
technology-based common operating pictures can be used to keep the creative
abilities of subordinates within the framework of a commander’s intent; however,
these subordinates must be given the authority and autonomy they need to create,
within the commander’s intent, original solutions to the problems at hand.
Therefore, to ensure success, information technology should “result in
empowerment and initiative rather than rigidity and overmanagement.” 41 One tool
to ensure the effectiveness of subordinates in networked operations is Pigeau and
McCann’s Balanced Command Envelope, as described in a NCW environment by
Forgues in the section below.
The most recent NCW policy statement, The Implementation of Network-Centric
Warfare, publication offers evidence from operations in Afghanistan and Iraq of
the success of NCW in these campaigns. But a number of commentators have
observed that there has not been enough open debate on these lessons and that
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some of the lessons have reached conclusions that are personalized or politicized.
As one commentator put it, NCW “has a ‘certain naive quality’ when it focuses
on concepts like ‘information dominance’ to the exclusion of other ideas,
including those that might undercut its value.” 42 For example, immediately after
what has been described as “the combat phase” of Operation Iraqi Freedom, many
proponents of NCW declared that NCW had been responsible for achieving
victory in Iraq. It soon became clear that there was much to be done before
victory could really be declared. One American commentator reflected the views
of a number of critics of NCW with this statement:
The Pentagon's version of ‘transformation’ is all about using technology to
enhance the military's standoff power – the precision-guided bombs and
unmanned robots that allow America to dominate a battlefield without
risking high US casualties. But political transformation requires the
opposite – an intimate "stand-in" connection with the culture and people
you propose to transform. 43
Despite the optimistic quotes found in The Implementation of Network-Centric
Warfare about the success of NCW in recent operations in Iraq and Afghanistan,
there are reports from the field that call them into question and highlight the
Canadian perception that the human dimension of networked operations, like
HUMINT (human intelligence), are more important in some circumstances than
information gathered by technical means:
HUMINT drives successful operations and allows us to focus
combat power, but we are happy if we hit pay dirt 25 percent of the
time. There is little useful information that comes down from
higher, and the higher it comes from the less useful it is for a
maneuver battalion. There are too many variables for it to be
precise. 44
Finally, others have criticized lessons from operations in Afghanistan and Iraq
cited by advocates of NCW to support its relevance because the lessons were
gleaned from “fighting incompetent adversaries” and that the lessons were not
“necessarily a good basis for making long-term force posture decisions” because
future enemies may be more capable.
One of the most controversial topics in the command and control and the
networked operations debate today is the relationship between technology and the
exercise of command. As Moltke observed over 100 years ago, it is important to
recognize the limitations of technology and take them into account when
exercising command. Van Creveld has expanded on this idea and, while noting
that there is no such thing as a “one size fits all” C2 system, has reminded us that
there will always be unpredictability caused by the fog of war. 45 But as Robert
Polk noted, this point is often lost on the “C4ISR” crowd who believe that
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technology can tame uncertainty and that the future of war lies more in the art of
mastering the science of well-laid plans than in fighting an opponent. 46
This excerpt from a recent analysis of C2 in an NDHQ staff paper summarizes the
issues nicely: “We want our leaders and their subordinates to be enabled by
appropriate information technologies and architecture in order to develop the
situational awareness essential for mission success. However, confident
battlespace awareness will only result from the appropriate fusion of technology,
organization, doctrine and personnel. There is no point in generating more
information about the battlespace if: a) the doctrine is not well enough developed
to assist in managing the information; b) the technology cannot rapidly and
securely transfer vast amounts of data over long distances; c) the organization is
so layered and compartmentalized that the right information never reaches the
right people in time; and d) operators are unable to derive action-relevant
knowledge from the information displayed to them.” 47
Another factor that should be taken into account in the command and control and
the networked operations debate is the different physical, not to mention cultural,
environments in which armies, navies, and air forces operate. Air forces operate
in a relatively simple environment and in this comparatively uncluttered
battlespace command-by-direction and command-by-plan are not only possible,
but as we have seen, perhaps necessary. Armies have, arguably, the most complex
operating environment and the stated command doctrine of most Western armies,
mission command or command-by-influence, is designed to take this complex
operating environment into account. Navies are, perhaps, in between the other two
services, and, therefore susceptible to a greater range of command styles. While
command-by-direction has been practised by navies for centuries, the last two
decades have witnessed revolutionary progress towards command-by-influence in
naval operations.
Given these factors, a useful starting point in the design of any new C2
framework, but one rarely considered by technophiles who design systems to
maximize technical possibilities (like bandwidth and resolution), would be to
begin the design of any new C2 system with an explicit statement of what the
commander requires from the system. These requirements will, of course, vary
according to the commander’s role and it would seem will vary according to a
commander’s personal qualities and preferences. This puts new meaning into van
Creveld’s observation that there is no such thing as a “one size fits all” C2
system. 48

Canadian Concerns
Many Canadian concerns about NCW as a basis for NEOps are similar to those
summarized above; therefore, they will not be repeated in detail here. However, a number
of concerns raised by Canadian commentators that provide a different dimension to the
criticisms of NCW are worth discussing.
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A C2 Critique
One of the earliest Canadian critiques of NCW was made by a student on the
Advanced Military Studies course at the Canadian Forces College in 2000 and
published in 2001 using the Pigeau-McCann framework as an analytical tool. At
the time, many of the human-centred issues now appearing in NCW
documentation were not found in the NCW literature.
Forgues notes that recent advances in information technology have affected the
organizing principles for the conduct of operations and that NCW is one approach
to “further exploit information technology and significantly enhance the functions
of command and control on the battlefield.” He argues that “command is a
mission-oriented human endeavour performed within the limits of a commander’s
personal attributes,” and that this requires “creativity and intuition to make sound
decisions in a NCW environment.” 49 One could also add that given the highly
stressful nature of modern warfare emotional and interpersonal competencies will
be equally important for future leaders.
In the NCW environment Forgues argues that the factor of personal authority
“will create a double-edged sword that commanders will need to wield carefully.”
If things are going well during an operation a networked environment, word will
quickly spread of success and this should increase a commander’s personal
authority within his force. But if the force encounters setbacks or failures, the
commander’s personal authority could decrease. Along these lines, another
phenomenon, not discussed by Forgues, but that could be magnified by NCW is
that commanders’ decision processes may be more visible to subordinates at all
levels with the resultant positive or negative outcomes.
Another double edged sword in an NCW environment may be the factor of
intrinsic responsibility. The high degree of shared awareness that NCW should
bring among members of a force could act to increase intrinsic responsibility in
certain circumstances. For example, a setback might cause some elements of a
force to have an increased sense of their responsibility to carry out a mission, but
a shared awareness of imminent defeat might adversely affect intrinsic
responsibility and paralyze the force. As we have seen, NCW may complicate or
obfuscate lines of extrinsic responsibility. 50
A networked environment might have a variety of effects on what Pigeau and
McCann called shared intent among commanders and their subordinates. There is
every reason to expect that explicit shared intent will be dramatically increased
with NCW; however, Pigeau and McCann tell us that it is only the tip of the
iceberg. The effect of NCW on implicit intent is not known at the moment, and
yet it is arguably the most important of the two parts of shared intent. In any
event, as Forgues observes, “the fundamental need of shared intent and the
element of trust it engenders will remain a cornerstone of command in networkcentric warfare.”
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In summary, based on the Pigeau-McCann framework, Forgues tells us that a
commander should be within the Balanced Command Envelope, that is “a given
commander’s abilities must match the levels of competency, authority, and
responsibility associated with his position.” Furthermore, he asserts that
“information technology alone is not sufficient to enable self-synchronization in a
NCW environment,” but that organizations will “need to ensure that commanders
at all levels have the attributes necessary to accomplish the task.” Forgues
concludes that:
The NCW environment will not determine the essence of
command in war. The technology will indeed bring a new set of
variables to the command equation that must be solved by
commanders. In the words of Martin van Creveld, ‘Far from
determining the essence of command, then, communication and
information processing technology merely constitutes one part of
the general environment in which command operates.’ The
technological component of war can never fully account for the
dynamic interaction of human beings and ‘war will remain
predominantly an art, infused with human will, creativity, and
judgement.’ 51
In response to critics like Forgues, the most recent statements on NCW by
Cebrowski have attempted to make the human dimension of NCW more
prominent. 52 However, because of its theoretical and experiential roots, many see
NCW as still excessively focussed on technology. This is consistent with the view
of those at the forefront of developing the NEOps concept in Canada who noted
that, NCW tends “to focus attention excessively on the network and its related
technology, and seemed to exclude military operations other than war. 53
Recent Criticisms
In March 2005 two workshops were convened under the auspices of DRDC –
Toronto to gather the views of Canadian subject matter experts (SMEs) on
networked operations. The following excerpts from that report highlight the main
concerns of Canadian SMEs expressed at those workshops:
Speed of command allows participants to adjust and modify their
position more quickly, thereby leading to more robust
Commander’s Intent. A hidden assumption to speed of command,
therefore, is that the locus of command can rapidly shift, i.e.,
“command is allowed to fluctuate” based on who has the most
relevant knowledge for the given situation. And this knowledge
can be more than mere core knowledge. . In response to this
interpretation, however, one SME noted that this notion is possible
in the Army, whereas it is difficult in the Air Force and Navy. For
example, following 9/11, within the Air Force, the decision to
shoot down a passenger airline emerged. As one SME explained,
14
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in an NEOps paradigm, a decision such as this would necessarily
remain in the hands of the commander, because he is ultimately
responsible for all activities and some decisions are simply “too
important”. In particular, there was a concern among SMEs that
speed of command would lead to a faster means to make old
mistakes. 54
The ultimate outcome of NEOps is increased mission
effectiveness, [emphasis in original] which can be understood as
quicker submission of the enemy with decreased lethality and
destruction. Of course, within a peacekeeping operation, this
would need to be defined differently. For example, one SME noted
that mission effectiveness might be understood as “improving
quality of life”. Thus, the political and social outcomes are as
important as military outcomes. 55
Another key challenge in NEOps is the often implicit assumption
that simply providing people with access to the same information
will enable common understanding. Again, the issue of how
“common intent” can actually be promoted among network
players, often from diverse backgrounds and cultures (both
national and organizational) represents a major challenge for the
future. As such, there will need to be consideration around control
mechanisms. For example, what is the role of doctrine and mission
command? 56
SMEs also noted that another potential challenge to NEOps will be
attempting to implement it universally within the CF. In other
words, SMEs argued that a “one size fits all” approach would
undermine the particular nuances across environments in the CF.
One SME believed that the impact will be more dramatic on the
Army than the Navy or Air Force, explaining that the interaction of
the soldier on the ground with another member of the land force is
very different from the interactions in a maritime or air context.
Some of the literature tends to support this perspective. For
example, the notion of joint interoperability has been questioned
because of the belief that air, sea, and land combine to achieve a
“‘unified’ battlespace” (McMaster, 2003). But as McMaster states,
“the factors that preserve uncertainty in war despite technological
superiority are mainly land-based”.
Finally, NEOps will be a challenge to the organizational culture
and structure. According to MacNulty (cited in Warne et al., 2004),
some changes to organizational culture will be reflected in
command plans, the planning process, competition, attitude to
change and risk, decision making planning cycle, and resourcing
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systems. Currently, there appears a lack of scientific investigation
regarding NEOps and its impact on and interaction with CF
culture. 57
It appears, then, that the kind of transformation required for
NEOps – or more specifically something like self-synchronization
– will be a product of culture and doctrinal change within the CF
as opposed to technological implementation. 58
SMEs also noted that within the NEOps paradigm, the hierarchical
structure of the military will be changed into a flatter organization,
which resembles a “web of command” instead of a chain of
command. If one of the desired outcomes of NEOps is distributed
decision making, then the CF needs to consider the changes to the
organizational structure that are required. For example, current C2
is based on a central, hierarchical model. While thinking around
greater horizontal command approaches has been emphasized
(McCann & Pigeau, 2000), how does NEOps make this process
more of a reality and hence more immediate? How does CF culture
begin to embrace a “web of command” in place of a chain of
command? This may require another form of leadership to reflect
decentralized decision making, while still maintaining the essential
level of authority. This leads to the question of how authority
changes in a NEOps environment. 59
SMEs also noted other challenges likely in implementing NEOps
in Canada. Working within a JIMP context, for example, was seen
as likely to present unique challenges to working in networked
operations. For example, SMEs pointed out that although NEOps
needs to be understood within a broader operational context,
evolving partnerships (e.g. with differing JIMP stakeholders) will
require different sharing requirements. 60
Interestingly, the CF Strategic Operating Concept (2004) identifies
the implausibility of removing all of the fog and friction of war
through networks. It is documented that “human intelligence,
obtained in part through human networking, will be key to
achieving [an] information advantage” in the future battlespace.
Though networks and sensor capabilities have improved the
operational picture and decreased the uncertainty of war, certainty
will never be realized because “[d]ifferences in individual
cognitive processes, technological failures, and the actions of
adaptive adversaries will all continue to frustrate achievement of a
completely certain operating picture” (CF Strategic Operating
Concept, 2004, p. 18). So despite the information advantage that
arises from robust networking, commanders will still have to make
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decisions in the face of uncertainty. Networks themselves will not
eliminate the uncertainty of war. These points highlight the caution
in the Canadian perspective of NEOps when compared to the U.S.
conception of NCW. 61
However, there was a general concern among SMEs that, as the CF
moves forward, it should not get “blind-sided” by the mere
technological potential for combat operations. Rather, the CF also
needs to embrace the full extent of transformation and the
paradigm shift in military affairs and take into account the unique
roles that Canada plays in international affairs. It also needs to
consider the unique impacts that NEOps will have on the human
actors and the CF organizational structure and culture. As such,
SMEs identified a number of cognitive and social factors that
require investigation as Canada moves forward. They feared that
there might be many rapid organizational changes without the
benefit of the robust research that they thought necessary. SMEs
also thought that it was critical to integrate Canadian strategic
operating concepts, such as the JIMP framework and the 3D
approach, to international affairs through a fully articulated
definition of NEOps. In fact, it was pointed out that NEOps is a
governmental concept rather than a military concept. The question
remains whether a military model will dominate in the
governmental model. SMEs also thought it was important to
differentiate the Canadian concept of NEOps from the US concept
of NCW in order to ensure that all of the missions in which the CF
participates are given adequate attention. 62
Writing at the turn of the last century Sloan concluded that an RMA was
underway and that it has the potential to dramatically change warfare in the next
two to three decades. Her conclusions about how Canada and other similar
countries could deal with rapid technological change as represented by the RMA
are equally applicable to NCW. She argued that despite the challenges of
expensive equipment and small budgets, these countries can, by making selective
investments in new technology, maintain some capabilities that will allow them to
be interoperable with or to provide niche capabilities to American and other
coalition forces. She suggests that Canada invest in capabilities that can respond
to both high- and low-intensity tasks, e.g., advanced C4I, intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance systems, UAVs, strategic lift, PGMs, and highly
lethal yet rapidly deployable and mobile ground forces. Sloan echoes Biddle’s
concerns when she advises that Canada must consider the trade off between
personnel and technology. She concludes that to ensure that this trade-off is set
above the line of operational and political marginalization increased defence
spending is required. 63 It remains to be seen if recently promised increases in
Canada’s defence budget will be enough to address her concerns.
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Conclusions
NEOps seems poised to become the driving concept behind CF transformation for a
number of reasons, not the least of which is Canada’s tendency to follow the American
lead in new concepts related to war and other operations. This paper examined NEOps
and its progenitor, NCW, and concluded that Canada and the CF should be cautious about
using NCW, a concept that was developed in a certain context to meet certain needs, as
the basis for NEOps, because that context and those needs may not be congruent with
Canadian requirements.
While the notion of networked operations has been embedded in the conceptual
approaches to operations of a number of militaries, recently a specific variant, NCW, has
come to dominate the debate on change and transformation and it is being used as a
template for future American command and control frameworks. This domination came
about not because of any overwhelming empirical evidence or because of its wideranging practical virtues, but because it was imposed on the US Office of Transformation
by one of its leading advocates Arthur Cebrowski. There is still considerable confusion as
to what the concept of NCW actually entails because the concept itself has been evolving
over the past seven years and because of its arcane language. Furthermore, as the concept
has evolved, it has moved well beyond its naval roots and incorporated a number of
models from other domains, for example, EBO, information age warfare, mission
command (or command-by-influence), manoeuvre, and elements of the OODA loop,
which are not necessarily compatible with the original NCW construct and which are not
always well articulated or described themselves. This has caused a great deal of
confusion in the debates on NCW-driven transformation and, unfortunately, this
confusion has been glossed over in a number of official publications. This conceptual
confusion is exacerbated by the fact that even “transformation” is not clearly defined by
those in charge of these efforts in the US today.
The paper asserted that in order to adapt to change through innovation, military
professionals and those in the defence community need to understand the intellectual as
well as the technical tools that they use in their work. To gain an understanding of
NEOps as a professional tool, they must be conscious of the historical and theoretical
context in which it originated and is evolving. This paper noted that NEOps is seen by
many as a branch on the NCW theoretical tree; however, NCW is not a theory of war in
the sense of an idea or principle that has explanatory or predictive value, rather it has
been described as a series of largely untested hypotheses or assumptions strung together
in various official documents. Moreover, proponents of NCW, while recognizing the
value of a wide range of theories of war, have used the Tofflers’ “third wave”
Information Age model as the theoretical foundation for NCW. This model has been
widely criticized for its over reliance on technological explanations for changes in war,
and this is one of the reasons why NCW has been characterized as a technophile’s
approach to war. It would seem prudent, therefore, to base any new approach to future
war on a synthesis of various theories of war, comprising their best features, rather than
on one controversial model.
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NEOps has not yet been formally accepted as a principle supporting the transformation of
DND nor has it been clearly defined, but recent NEOps conceptual statements indicate a
similarity to the NCW idea in that NEOps is expected “to generate increased combat
power by networking sensors, decision makers and combatants to achieve shared
battlespace awareness, increased speed of command, higher operational tempo, greater
lethality, increased survivability, and greater adaptability through rapid feedback
loops.’” 64 However, a number of Canadian commentators note that NEOps is more
focussed on human factors than NCW. There is also an awareness among many Canadian
commentators that any definition of NEOps should be consistent with Canadian culture
and ethos. DND and the CF should, therefore, be careful about borrowing a concept that
may not be compatible with their needs and be cognizant of the fact that implementing
NEOps will require more than simply overlaying a networking capability onto an existing
organizational or command and control structure. Perhaps most importantly, from a
Canadian point of view and based on recent Canadian experience, using NEOps in the
JIMP context will require network architects not only to consider the mere use of
information technology as an enabler, but also for them to address the much more
complex issue of the creation of effective social networks.
The main criticisms of NCW are based on the fact that it is a technology-centred
approach to war fighting and other operations. Biddle notes that new technical systems,
like those proposed by NCW, can require very costly investments, but he reminds us that
training and readiness require sizeable investments as well. And without adequate
investments in training and readiness new technology will not necessarily be the force
multiplier or decisive element that some believe it will be. Biddle’s arguments have
important implications for Canada and other similar countries, as potential US coalition
partners must consider how to balance their investments among numbers and quality of
personnel and quantities of sophisticated equipment.
A more fundamental criticism of NCW was put forward by Kagan who asserted that its
origins in 1990s business and technical processes were not necessarily conducive to a 21st
century theory of war. The idea that in using NCW a military can achieve information
dominance over an enemy in much the same way that some successful corporations have
used information to dominate their markets is a dubious proposition at best, according to
some critics, as unlike customers, enemies will usually try to frustrate attempts to gather
intelligence, especially using the technical means favoured by NCW.
Even if NCW is able to fuse information into a common operating picture, Kolenda
argues that the education, culture, and personalities of those viewing the picture will
result in diverse interpretations of what is presented. Furthermore, a number of
commentators have noted that the more efforts that are taken to standardize both the
information and the interpretation of that information, the more likely it is that creativity
and originality will be stifled. This suppression of creativity and originality will work
against the development of command-by-influence in a NCW environment. To ensure
that commanders are able to make optimal use of networked C2 systems, it has been
suggested that they should be within what Pigeau-McCann postulate as the “Balanced
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Command Envelope” to ensure the required symmetry amongst the competency,
authority, and responsibility necessary for effective command. Furthermore, it has been
argued that information technology will not guarantee self-synchronization in a NCW
environment if commanders at all levels do not have the attributes required to do their
jobs.
Another critique of the technical focus of NCW is its use of state-of-the-art, remote
sensing to gather information. Recent reports from Iraq contradict official NCW policy
documents about the usefulness of this information, as users in the field support those
critics who contend that, to effect political transformation, an intimate "stand-in"
connection with the culture and people you propose to transform is required.
The physical and cultural settings in which armed forces operate are the base for other
critiques of NCW. As noted in this report, air forces operate in the least cluttered
battlespace and in these circumstances command-by-direction and command-by-plan are
not only possible, but perhaps necessary. Armies on the other hand usually operate in the
most complex and chaotic operating environment, and, therefore Western armies have,
for the most part adopted the doctrine of mission command or command-by-influence so
that decisions can, in theory, be taken by those closest to the situation, often down to the
level of the individual soldier. Navies operate in an environment of medium complexity,
compared to air forces and armies, and, therefore most Western navies in the AngloAmerican command tradition have identified the need for a C2 system to effectively
coordinate maritime operations in a relatively complex, multi-threat environment, over a
wide area (normally a theatre of operations but which could encompass global
operations). Within the naval framework, although individuals would be connected via
their consoles, they would be operating as elements of larger systems, such as the various
ships’ operations rooms (at the lowest level) within the fleet framework. These new C2
systems, based on the original NCW concept, are enabling navies to replace the
command-by-direction style that has been practised by navies for centuries, with a
uniquely naval command-by-influence style that has increasingly been observed in naval
operations of the Canadian Navy and some other navies in the Anglo-American
command tradition in the last two decades.
Some recent Canadian concerns with networked operations as articulated in the NCW
documentation that appears to be informing the emerging NEOps concept in Canada are
as follows: increased speed of command could lead to a faster means to make old
mistakes; increased mission effectiveness, usually defined in NCW documents in terms
of defeating an enemy more efficiently, in the context of a peacekeeping operation should
be understood described with phrases like “improving quality of life”; the implicit
assumption in NCW and NEOps is that simply providing people with access to the same
information will enable common understanding, but how “common intent” can actually
be promoted among network players, often from diverse backgrounds and cultures (both
national and organizational) represents a major challenge for the future; a major
challenge in implementing NEOps will be its effect on organizational culture and
structure, but there appears to be a lack of scientific investigation regarding NEOps and
its impact on and interaction with CF culture; there appears to be a focus on the technical
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aspects of NEOps to the detriment of how transformation based on NEOPs might affect
the roles that Canada plays in international affairs and the impact that NEOps will have
on the human dimension of CF operations.
A number of critics have noted that NCW’s origins were in concepts designed to prevail
in “big” wars, but that today’s environment is one of “small” wars. The most recent
variant of “small war” theory, Fourth Generation Warfare (4GW) or Idea-Driven Warfare
offers a number of challenges to the NCW concept. As we have seen, many of the
technical aspects of NCW (especially its C2 architecture) were designed to operate in a
naval environment of medium complexity to deal with relatively well known and
quantifiable threats. The 4GW environment is highly complex and many of the threats are
unpredictable, difficult to quantify, and changing, as opponents use “4GW judo” to keep
large Western security, military, and legal bureaucracies off balance. If one accepts
Lind’s assertion that the real centre of gravity of 4GW opponents is a shared
religious/ideological goal where common purpose and zealotry replace recognizable
military command structures and military pattern equipment, then NCW technologybased systems may not have the flexibility to deal with this threat.
The Canadian military experience in the post-Cold War environment, particularly the
Army’s stabilization efforts in post-conflict Afghanistan and the Navy’s command of
coalition operations in the Arabian Sea, reinforces the belief that the human network, not
the technical network, should be the basis for future approaches to CF transformation.
The CF experience with the Canadian deployment with ISAF Rotation IV in 2003
provided lessons similar to those gleaned from Canada’s mission to Bosnia during
Operation Palladium, and certain recent domestic operations. Typically, in this new
environment the CF are sent into complex security environments without clear strategic
objectives save for the imperative to establish a “secure environment.”
In operating in these complex security environments, the primary difference between the
NCW concept and the Canadian Army’s practice in peace support operations since 1992
is that instead of having the technical network as the centre of focus, the Canadian Army
has focussed on creating human-centric networks with technology of various kinds being
adapted to meet the needs of the human network. This adaptation has often resulted in
technical networks that are ad hoc and hybrid in nature, but this has been necessary
because the Canadian Army has not had access to the full range of information
management tools employed by US armed forces.
The Canadian Army’s post-Cold War experience has demonstrated that the challenges
posed by peace support operations in post-conflict situations are best met with holistic
solutions that identify issues that must be addressed simultaneously, in a distributed
fashion, across elements of national power in order to achieve the desired result. This
methodology is achieved best with the human-centric not the network-centric approach.
The lack of clear strategic objectives and a unifying concept of operations in many cases
has forced the Canadian Army to exert great efforts to construct these hybrid networks in
order to allow for interaction and to create cooperation among the numerous diverse
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groups involved in a particular mission. The creation of a cohesive and focused plan that
fosters unity of effort in these circumstances demands an understanding of the nature of
societal reconstruction and renewal required for a particular region, but also must be
linked to structures that provide focus to all entities within a given country, like
Afghanistan. The Canadian experience has been that it is often the military that must
provide the assistance and the impetus necessary for the formulation of an overarching
system, or networked community, to achieve the ultimate objective of removing the
causes of war in a region. The plan “Creating a National Economy: The Path to Security
and Stability in Afghanistan” was described as an example of the product of the Canadian
Army’s human-centric network in Afghanistan – a coherent plan to achieve a strategic
vision of a rejuvenated and independent Afghanistan as an integrated member of the
global community.
The Canadian Navy’s experience was somewhat different, given its very good access to
developing USN network-enabled systems and procedures. Interestingly, however, that
naval experience points to the same conclusion as the army experience, reinforcing the
validity of an approach that balances the human and technological factors. This further
demonstrates that a “one size fits all” concept may not be best suited to the unique
capabilities required by each service, even in an increasingly integrated joint and
combined operating environment.
In summary, NEOps as a concept has a promising future if it is predicated on Canadian
needs and culture. However, there is significant risk in placing too much reliance on
concepts like NCW which put the technological cart before the human requirements that
should drive any transformation initiative. Therefore, future development of the NEOps
concept should be firmly rooted in the Canadian context and based on Canadian
experience. NEOps concept development should be complemented by the relevant
experience of others, but it should avoid slavishly copying other frameworks as DND has
sometimes done in the past. In the Canadian context of human-centred networks, research
to support the development of the NEOps concept should be conducted in the areas
related to the human dimension of networks based on theory and on Canadian practical
experience. In this way, NEOps could become a suitable model to support the
transformation of the CF and DND.
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(U) Network Enabled Operations (NEOps) seems poised to become the driving concept
behind CF transformation for a number of reasons, not the least of which is Canada’s
tendency to follow the American lead in new concepts related to war and other operations.
This paper concludes that Canada and the CF should be cautious about using NCW as
the foundation for NEOps, because the context and needs that are the basis for NCW may
not be congruent with Canadian requirements.
The paper noted that NCW is not really a theory of war, as its proponents claim, but a
series of largely untested hypotheses or assumptions that require validation before they
should be accepted as a basis for transformation.
Recent Canadian Forces’ (CF) operations have shown that a “one size fits all” approach to
command and control, as proposed by many NCW advocates, may not be the best
approach for networked operations, even in an increasingly integrated joint and combined
operating environment.
Perhaps most importantly, from a Canadian point of view, using NEOps in the Joint,
Interagency, Multinational, and Public (JIMP) or integrated context will require network
architects not only to consider the use of information technology as an enabler, but also
for them to address the much more complex issue of the creation of effective social
networks.
In summary, NEOps as a concept has a promising future if it is predicated on Canadian
needs and culture. However, there is significant risk in placing too much reliance on
concepts like NCW which put the technology before the human requirements. Therefore,
future development of the NEOps concept should be firmly rooted in the Canadian context
and based on Canadian experience. NEOps concept development should be
complemented by the relevant experience of others, but it should avoid slavishly copying
other frameworks as DND has sometimes done in the past.
(U) Les opérations facilitées par réseaux (OFR) semblent actuellement devenir le concept
moteur de la transformation de Forces canadiennes (FC). Plusieurs raisons expliquent ce
fait, la plus importante étant sans doute la tendance du Canada à suivre la voie tracée par
les États−Unis dans les nouveaux concepts liés à la guerre et à d’autres opérations. Les
conclusions du présent article indiquent que le Canada et les FC devraient faire preuve de
discernement dans l’emploi de la guerre réseaucentrique (GR) comme fondement des
OFR, car le contexte et les besoins qui motivent le recours à la GR ne correspondent
peut−être pas aux conditions canadiennes.
L’article fait valoir que la GR ne constitue pas vraiment une théorie de la guerre, comme
l’affirment ses adeptes, mais plutôt une série d’hypothèses et de suppositions
généralement non vérifiées qui ont besoin d’être validées avant d’être acceptées comme
base d’une transformation.
De récentes opérations des FC ont démontré que l’approche uniformisée en matière de
commandement et de contrôle que préconisent plusieurs partisans de la GR n’est
peut−être pas la plus adéquate pour les opérations en réseau, même dans un contexte

d’opérations interarmées et interalliées de plus en plus intégrées.
Sans doute plus important encore, du point de vue canadien, est le fait que l’utilisation des
OFR dans un cadre interarmées, interinstitutions, multinational et public ou intégré exigera
des architectes de réseaux qu’ils considèrent la technologie de l’information non
seulement comme un outil habilitant, mais aussi comme un moyen de relever le défi
beaucoup plus complexe de créer des réseaux sociaux efficaces.
En résumé, le concept des OFR a un avenir prometteur s’il se fonde sur la culture et les
besoins canadiens. Par contre, le fait de trop se fier à des concepts comme la GR, qui
accorde plus d’importance aux besoins technologiques qu’aux besoins humains, comporte
un risque considérable. Il est donc essentiel que le développement futur du concept des
OFR soit fondamentalement lié au contexte de notre pays et qu’il se fonde sur
l’expérience canadienne. S’il est vrai que l’expérience pertinente d’autres nations peut
alimenter ce développement, il faudrait toutefois éviter de copier aveuglément d’autres
structures, comme l’a déjà fait le MDN.
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